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 This friendly and extremely accessible lead introduces the most crucial, practical steps your whole family
members can take to ensure survival in brief- or long-term emergencies. Having a household contingency
program and being part of a solid, resilient community could imply the difference between existence and
death.The next severe storm, power outage, or financial meltdown could hit at any time. The critical
details is presented in 40 achievable tasks, ranging from simpler types such as creating a preparedness
notebook and repackaging store-bought food for storage to even more involved preparations like learning
to gather rainwater and building a solar oven.
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Practical not tactical. 2018 pub day! The publication date is 2018. 2018 pub date!I was amazed to learn
how Katrina, Sandy, and Maria demonstrate that everyone will need a plan. Wait! Superb photos. As in
Puerto Rico? However I kept searching (got an excellent “prepping for NYC” one for my boy). Yup!
Practical not tactical.Between electronic and paper, I have at least 8 prepping books (several on BOB (Bug
Out Bags and also a couple on car and travel prepping). As in still in the news headlines at this Sept 2018
writing?.. Having this as a digital copy on my pc doesn’t make it very helpful to refer back again to, but it
certainly made me need to venture out and get a duplicate.” simply by Jason Charles and American
Preppers Network. Great information for preparing for natural disasters and feasible apocalyptic
events.Honestly I thought this book really was cool, and I definitely want to get myself a copy.)“Prepping
101” is indeed comprehensive and eye appealing these two books cover most bases for mainstream
people.Kathy has done her due diligence in researching for this book and presented those findings in a
coherent and understandable method.. Outstanding beginner book This is an outstanding book for
someone new to the world of preparedness. I really like the diagonal lines of topical products crawling
over the corners — reminds me of Pac-Guy. Like me, the author likes books and she's provided and
comprehensive list.My reviews are usually long and detailed however the photos (We tried never to show
the whole web page so people will need to choose the book to start to see the rest ;) state it all (one
thousand terms and all that). IMO, that is a “extremely recommend” publication. I’ll become buying even
more for gifts. Suggested resources for all those looking to find out more about specific topics. The title
of the book really explains all you need to know about what this book is and what it’s for. Unusual format
but priceless since it gives names, brands, approximate price, and where and how to pack in your BOB.
The publication is beautifully graphically created by its publisher to make reading it fun. Even advanced
preppers will get something from it.. This book addresses some the simple no-brainer things most of us
understand, but also a few of the even more involved areas of prepping• Developing a contingency plan
and interacting with place in case of disaster.• Preparedness laptop containing personal information and
telephone #s.• How to correctly prepare food for storage.• How exactly to collect rainwater and be able to
use it.• Creating a solar oven. I continue to Amazon to check them out. The color photographs and easily
understandable bullet pointed lists and duties, made this book great for anyone who is definitely looking
to are more mindful of crisis preparedness.Strongly suggested!Received through Netgalley in exchange
for a genuine review. I usually don't give tens, but in this case. (My favorite so far as detailed information
on what to get is “Crisis Bag Essentials.I go through it through over a few days and will be heading back
and concentrating on sections. I have with all this book a ten stars review for the easy cause that it
deserves it. There are numerous others of the “survival in the wild” and “defense/tactical “ design for those
who are therefore inclined. I have been prepping at numerous amounts for sixty years and have read
survival stories of all descriptions. One cannot rely on God or good luck to get through a crises as is
normally evidenced by the flooding on the east coast and the fires in the west (09/28/2018). I recommend
this book. Therefore, I would definitely recommend having a physical copy of the book. Special kudos to
the page and layout designers: therefore many photos which will be a boon for people who hate to learn.
Solid tips in bite-sized easy-to-understand parts. Maria? Extremely useful! This is a great book for the
reluctant partner you are trying to get up to speed with prepping. No scare strategies, no tin-foil hat stuff
and it's really not overwhelming. This book is chocked full of important and useful information. The book
is also excellent for non-disaster guidance on homemaking/food/shelter issues. This reserve breaks
everything down into sections, so it would make for a straightforward reference guide. Nice to know that
my hardwood stove can work as a stove in a pinch. One chapter offers assistance for dealing with
challenging occasions. It wisely advises in order to avoid discussing awful news at the dinner table. This is
an excellent and readable book that covers all areas of preparing for an emergency, whether nature based
or man-made.
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